CUSTOM SOLUTION

AI for faster,
smarter
enterprises

With ever more data collected and produced, customers and senior
management expect organisations to derive and deliver meaningful
insight, fast.

How can enterprises achieve this?
IDC predicts that by 2022, AI-powered organisations will respond to
customers, competitors, regulators and partners at least 1/3 faster
than their peers.
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How a custom solution works
At scoutAsia, we leverage AI to read, classify and tag thousands of news articles for you. Apart from
news, we can customise our AI and platform to better meet your business objectives. The outcome:
easily extract insights for more timely, eﬀective decisions.
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CHOOSE YOUR DATA SOURCES

CREATE CUSTOM AI TOPICS

CRM systems

Healthcare

Industry or
trend reports

Negative brand
sentiments

News sources
or social media

Potential
compliance issues

Internal documents
(e.g. emails, chats)

Our AI technology can help extract
and monitor relevant information
from documents, both old and new.
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OPTIMISE YOUR EXPERIENCE

An optimised dashboard built
for your business

Enjoy top-class Machine Learning support
Our award-winning Machine Learning
technology has been recognised by
IDC Singapore infocomm Technology
Federation (SiTF) and CIO Advisor
for its excellence.

Our dedicated Machine Learning experts
are here to help you build the right AI
models and optimise their performance,
so you don’t have to.

Our customisation capabilities
Crafting a custom solution for your business starts with your brief.
Below is a checklist to help you deﬁne that brief.

DATA

TECHNOLOGY

SERVICES

DEFAULT APP FEATURES
OVER 40 FINANCIAL AND
BUSINESS PUBLICATIONS

POPULAR, PRE-TRAINED AI
TOPICS, READY FOR USE

OVER 800,000
COMPANY PROFILES

CUSTOM AI TOPICS

AI TRAINING-AS-ASERVICE INCLUDED

PORTFOLIO ALERTS

CUSTOMISATION
WHICH ELEMENTS DO YOU NEED CUSTOMISED?

ADD DATA SOURCES –
NEWS, WEBSITES,
SOCIAL MEDIA,
DOCUMENT ARCHIVES

CUSTOM AI MODEL,
”BUILD AND CONFIGURE”

RESEARCH &
DEVELOPMENT OF
NEW AI MODELS

DATA EXTRACTION
FROM DIGITAL TEXT
CUSTOM-BUILT DASHBOARD

INTEGRATION
HOW CAN WE INTEGRATE OUR SOLUTIONS WITH YOUR WORKFLOWS?

INTEGRATE THIRD
PARTY DATA –
CORPORATE DATABASES
& DATA AGGREGATION
SERVICES

Channel
partnerships

EXPORT SCOUTASIA
OUTPUTS TO THIRD
PARTY PLATFORMS
AND DASHBOARDS

AI TRAINING AND
KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER

CUSTOM-BUILT BUSINESS
LOGIC AND WORKFLOWS

Prefer to white label scoutAsia? We provide the following:
Data derivatives to your customers
Technology & APIs
Consultancy services to develop and
train your in-house AI teams

Faster, smarter enterprises leverage AI
Optimised for corporate applications, our Machine Learning technology is
focused on empowering the public sector and MNCs to monitor and manage
data more eﬀectively and eﬀiciently.

“Knowledge Management” for large organisations
Classify and tag large volumes of documents, so it is simpler
to retrieve key information for daily decisions

Monitoring for Public Sector
Media sentiments & citizen responses
Speciﬁc industry landscapes
Issues of national security, terrorism, disasters & other major events
Internal documents such as emails and chats

Monitoring for MNCs
Brand health
Consumer or client feedback for real-time intervention
Global industry landscape & competitors
Business disruptions due to terrorism, disasters & more
Internal documents such as emails and chats

Keen to explore further?
Let us discuss your brief and business needs.
Email us at info@scout.asia
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